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Researching on the penalty system under the criminal policy for minor offences 
will be better prevention and treatment of minor offences, and it consistent with the 
trends of penalties development. In China, the time of this research is short and the 
degree of this study is not enough. As China has proposed criminal policy of combing 
leniency with severity, this researching is very important. It can be enrich the content 
of criminal policy of combing leniency with severity. So, it is very necessary to 
research on the penalty system under the criminal policy for minor offences. 
This article is divided into five chapters. The first chapter is the basic theory of 
criminal policy for minor offences, it is a premise of this article. The concept of 
criminal policy for minor offences is that criminal policy which giving minor offence 
more lenient punishment in accordance with humanitarian and socialization and take 
into account into the interests of victims under the treatment the offences by states, 
society and person. The second chapter discusses the basis of implement of criminal 
policy for minor offences. In China, theoretical basis of criminal policy for minor 
offence lines in consistent with penalty effect, penalty fair and penalty humanitarian. 
The social reality basis is the development of the civil society and the formation of the 
organic society under the social transformation. The third chapter focuses on the 
structure reform of penalty under the criminal policy for minor offence. Although our 
penalties have some singes of mitigation because of recent amendment of our criminal 
law, our penalties structure is still a heavy penalty structure. So, how to make our 
penalties more civilization, more humanitarian and more mitigation is a problem to 
good study under the guide of criminal policy for minor offences. The fourth chapter 
discusses the depenalization and the non-imprisonment. Many countries use more and 
more depenalization and non-imprisonment treatments when confront minor offences, 
they are very tolerant to minor offences. We are deeply influenced by the retribution, 
so the extent of depenalization and non-imprisonment is not very high, but as the 
development of the society and the rule of law, it is a good choice to treat minor 
offences. It is worth note that depenalization and non-imprisonment will be achieved 
not only substantive laws but also procedure laws. Achieving depenalization and 
non-imprisonment by procedure has a good prospect. The last chapter is the 
innovation of penalty system, including eliminating criminal record, criminal 
reconciliation, community correction and penalty exchange. Although eliminating 
criminal record is not the penalty system, it is effect not less than penalty in some 
cases. So we are also study this subject under penalty system. These penalties system 
is worth to study lines in that they can treat minor offences more better and effect. 
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① 司法实践中一些地方司法机关以规范的形式出台了青少年犯有轻罪的前科消灭制度，但是这仅仅局限在
特殊的主体青少年犯罪中，因此，前科消灭制度在对于轻罪犯罪人再次融入社会中发挥的作用较为有限。
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